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IV. Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute (lCAR) 

The technology of Remote Sensing has provided the opportunity to view the ocean from a high altitude 
platform. As a result, one of the most useful applications of Remote Sensing Technology is being 
developed for the monitoring of chlorophyJl pigments in the ocean in order to map arcas of high pro
ductivity. Aerial photography with airborne RMK Camcra can be also made Ese of for f"h school 
identification. 

The Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute has been working in collaboration with NRSA, Hyderabad 
and Space Applications Centre. Ahmedabad in using the remote sensiug technology to fisheries. Wit h 
NRSA, mapping of the productive areas in the seas off Cochin by remote sensing of thc colom of the 
sea water. was carried out in December 1980. The experiment consisted of chlorophyJl measurements 
by Ocean Colour Radiometer from an aircraft. The ground observation consisted of both optical and 
biochemical measurements. The overall integrated results from these studies gave a picture of the hori
zontal distribution of chlorophyll concentration in the sea. In the present experiment about 1500 sq.km, 
of the sea area was covered. A contour map showing horizontal distribution of chlorophyll has been 
prepared . It is proposed to utilise the unique expertise available to stu.dy chlorophyll distribution and 
further correlate with pelagic fish sshools using remotely sensed scanner data and aerial photography. 

In a Joint Experiments Programme with the Space Applications Centre, Ahmedabad. Exploratory 
Fisheries Project of the Government of India and Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, an aerial 
survey was conducted in a test area off Karwar coast in January 1981. Multi Spectral Scanner (MSS) 
and Camera system were operated along with collections of sea truth data. 

It would also be possible to correlate Landsat data and suspended sediments with fish schools. Future 
p rogramme includes the @'-pping of EEZ in stages and the estimation of the Pelagic fish resources. 
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V. Geological Survey of fndia 
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Aerial photography introduced in the country as early as in 1920, mainly for topographic mapping 
purposes, was utilised by the GSI from the early 1940's, initially as a substitute for topo base and gra
dually for extrapolating data during mapping by photo-interpretation. Air-borne geopbysical survey tech
niques. pioneered by the Burmah Oil Company in the late 1920's has also been intensively utilised by the 
geological community, particularly since the middle sixties. Subsequent to the setting up of the Indian 
Photo-interpretation Institute eIPI) under the aegis of the Survey of India in 1966, the GSI has been 
regularly availing this training facility for getting a numbe~ of geologists trained in photo 
interpretation and remote sensing. During the last 3 years the GSI has set up its own esta
blishment for training officers in air photo-interpretation. By now almost all mapping, geotechnical , 
geomorphic and mineral exploration programmes taken up by GSI have been invariably using aerial 
photos and Landsat imagery at some stage or other, in addition to airborne geophysical data whenever 
available. 
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